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His companions by this time have also reclaimed their homeland, fulfilling their desire to return to the place of
ancestral social belonging. Migrant Hostel reveals the perception that we must earn our right to belong and the
opposition faced by competing groups. Plot the shifts of mood, giving a quotation and describing the mood for
each point. The photo essay entitled Belongings; felt, presented, challenged transfers these same principles to
a modern context, illustrating the enduring nature of the struggle humanity faces in the endeavour to belong. A
sense of belonging can result in contentment and happiness just as not belonging leads to detachment and
disengagement. How effective are these similes? Then find another pair forming a group of four and narrow
your collective questions to two. Write another message about the same photograph, describing it in negative
terms. Belonging goes beyond just location. This is similar to modern migrants fleeing war-torn countries in
the Middle East, struggling with the loss of cultural identity. This is clear in the lines "Mother enrolled me at
St Pat's with never a thought of fees and expenses - wanting only 'what was best'" in stanza 1. Compare and
contrast policies and attitudes then with policies and attitudes now. What are the connotations of this word?
Bring in a range of postcards. Why might Skrzynecki have juxtaposed these settings and their associated
sights and sounds? This reflection occurs at a critical early moment within his suite of poems when
Skrzynecki has left school and is beginning to look back on his past. Are attitudes to belonging modified over
time? Then find another pair forming a group of 14 four and narrow your collective questions to two. What
does it suggest about their existence and identity? It can be anything from a family, a team, a country or
society. Skrzynecki would probably give a glaring critique of this type of society, but would his assessment be
any more right or wrong? Are there any barriers preventing belonging? The control exerted over these people
is a gross exaggeration of the control portrayed in Migrant Hostel and represents the dire consequences of the
inability of the individual to reconcile personal identity with their social environment. The photo essay is
compiled of images taken by victims persecuted for choosing not to belong to the popular vision of society.
Look back over your steps and check that you all agree. Share your work with a partner. Consider his sense of
identity, acceptance and understanding, as well as his relationships. How does the persona struggle with the
idea of belonging in this poem? This highlights the difficulty of establishing a sense of belonging when
conflicted with two cultural identities. Does your family refer to their ancestors? Perform the monologue in
front of the class.


